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“Sending this message was important to us.
We considered ourselves to be a powerful culture.”
SANDIA REPORT - SAND9 -1382 UC-721
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The term, “Future-Proof” was trademarked by the Tycom
corporation in 1983, referring to a new computer system, the
Microframe, which accepted modular processing chips and was
intended to last “at least ten years.”
Since that time, the phrase has been adapted into architectural
theory, consumer design philosophy, and eco-conscious planning.
Weatherizing your tires is a type of Future-Proofing, just as much as
reducing your carbon footprint.
In this issue we’ll cover projects that last thousands of years, and
missions already outside our solar system. We’ll talk with those who
document, and those who protect what’s been documented.
What do we take with us into the future… and how do we guarantee it
stays there? What can we do to shore up legacy? Or foster community?
What precautions can we take to avoid catastrophe?
Are we Future-Proof? And for how long?
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A WARNING TO THE FUTURE
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ten millennia with SAFDAR ABIDI
Our headlining quote at the start of the issue is an extract,
taken from a message to the future. It was written almost 30 years
ago, and published in a report for the United States Department of
Energy.
The piece continues...
“Sending this message was important to us.
We considered ourselves to be a powerful culture.
This place is not a place of honor.
No highly esteemed deed is commemorated here.
Nothing valued is here.”
This text is from one of the most ambitious civil engineering
projects ever attempted. A warning system, a building complex, and a
subterranean tomb - all of which needed to last far beyond the lives
of those who designed it. Not hundreds, but thousands of years. Ten
thousand years.

In 1990, a team of scientists, artists, and linguists were tasked
to design this warning system - meant to protect future generations
from a radioactive vault, buried more than half a mile beneath the
New Mexico desert. The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant, or WIPP, is a
final resting place for North America’s most dangerous radioactive
garbage.
Joining us is Safdar Abidi, internationally recognized architect,
and designer on the WIPP.
Thanks for joining us Safdar. In this issue we’re talking about
different aspects of Future-Proofing. Your project at the WIPP
had to last 10,000 years. A pretty audacious timeframe, given
that the Great Pyramid of Giza is less than 5,000 years old.
Would you begin by sharing a little history on the project, and how
you became involved?
I was in architecture school at the University of Buffalo when my
professor Mike Brill was approached about this project. Mike lead
a design studio which I took every few years, and we became good
friends.
When the request to investigate this WIPP project came up, Mike
asked me to work with him to illustrate the design concepts. The
wider team included linguists, material scientists, engineers,
sociologists, etc… all to test the viability of this communication
into the deep future.
This must have been around 1990. Mike and I spent a few weeks in the
summer exploring and illustrating this project.
Would you tell us a little about Mike?
Mike Brill was an architect, designer, innovator and a man who loved
to be unconventional. Colourful, humorous and deeply curious about
people and the world. He was the perfect person to be approached
with an unprecedented problem like the design of the WIPP.
Mike had a working thesis about “the natural language of form.” This
was based on an idea that three-dimensional form has the ability to
communicate a message to human beings, at a primal level, without
the use of language or symbols. An example of this is Stonehenge.
While being only an organized installation of large rocks, it uses
no signage, imagery, or language - and yet communicates something
compelling to people… enough to make it a tourist destination.
And what was WIPP meant to communicate?
WIPP was supposed to say, “Stay away! Don’t come near this place!
Don’t engage, or intervene in this place! It is dangerous!”
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For 10,000 years? How was that number chosen?
Because the half-life of radioactive material still keeps it active
10,000 years from now. The half-life of uranium 238 isotope is
4,460,000,000 years, and uranium 235 is 713,000,000 years.
Ten thousand years is only a fraction of those half-lives. Was that
a limit of human design capabilities, or some kind of optimism about
future human’s abilities to contain nuclear waste?
The mere idea of planning for 10,000 years seemed daunting. This was
1990. In 2017 we may approach this timeline very differently. It was
mostly limited by human thinking at the time.
What kind of head-space did you need in order to prepare for such a
long-reaching project?
A deep un-learning of the means we use to communicate with each
other in any manner.

That’s quite a place to be, mentally. Did you sleep well?
It was an exhilarating place to be mentally. Imagine to trying to
communicate such a message without the use of language. If I didn’t
sleep well, it was probably because of how compelling the project
was.
Would you describe some of the designs you explored?
The landscape of thorns was probably the most prominent one. It
envisioned a thick concrete blanket laid onto the WIPP site, with
giant thorns breaking through the blanket across its expanse. The
concrete blanket was meant to say, “this needs to stay covered and
not moved,” while the thorns evoked the danger below, which if
tampered with - would reveal itself.
There was another version of giant thorns which were enclosed inside
a very high wall, that defined the limits of the WIPP site. This was
meant to evoke “delimiting” of a place by a large obstacle. Regular
openings in the wall then revealed what was inside, a landscape of
thorns.
Another slightly different design was a series of giant 3D forms that
appeared to be like organic worms or snakes - a species that evokes
fear. From on top of these large worm structures, people could view
the expanse of the entire WIPP site, which was completely desolate,
with nothing growing in it… the complete absence of anything.
Did you have a name for the project? Either within your group, or a
personal one?
We called it the “Marker” project.
How did you arrive at that name?
The project would be less of a communicator of memory, or
celebration, so I like the word “marker.”
How did you imagine yourself in your Marker’s timeline? Did you
imagine visiting it once completed?
Only to the extent of simulating how one would physically react
to actually being in the landscapes, and the experiences we were
designing.
You had no interest in visiting the completed piece?
To be totally honest, the Marker was such a huge speculation
that conceiving it and imagining it was entirely satisfying and
rewarding. The idea that it would actually get built was a little
distant and fantastic.
Last question. Are warnings inherently romantic, or instructive?
Interesting question… there’s nothing romantic about radioactivity,
so I can’t consider an object that helps you stay away from it to be
romantic either.

I would say the Marker instructs the future we imagined. Speculating
in 2017 about “beings” 10,000 years in the future - it’s very
different than such a speculation in 1990. That time almost appears
like vintage sci-fi now.
Today, I work as an architect and designer, but I see myself more
as a cultural observer and creative analyst. I focus on design for
learning communities - colleges and universities. They are populated
by the youngest generation of thinkers, learners, and researchers who live, work and behave differently than pre-digital generations.
They are at the forefront of change.
WIPP was an ultimate speculation about the future. How will we
change? How will we not? Now as I work, I ask myself, “how do we
anticipate change, embrace it, and design to sustain it?”
You can read the Department of Energy report about the “Marker”
project, HERE.
And visit the WIPP’s site, HERE.
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PURE, PERFECT SOUND - FOREVER

consuming music with JEFF ROUGVIE
Listening to recorded sound began as an act of destruction. The
media, whether it was wax cylinders, vinyl discs, or magnetic tape
- each suffered a little death with every use. Eventually, the only
sound remaining would come from the damage done by the very act of
listening. Music, even recorded music, remained impermanent.
And so it was, for the first 100 years of recorded sound.
“Pure, Perfect Sound - Forever.” This was part of the marketing
campaign for a new form of media, developed in a joint program
between tech giants, Philips and Sony. A new format - intended to
present maximum fidelity, combined with archival quality. Sound that
you could take anywhere, sound that would last forever.
The “Compact Disc” was launched to the consumer market in 1982, and
changed not only the way we think about music, but how we project
forward in time. The CD was a “forever-object,” not dissimilar from
styrofoam, or nuclear waste.
While manufactures like Philips promised the impossible: plastic
immortality - record labels took a more realistic stance. CDs were

an expensive, new, and untested technology in a market already
saturated with formats. It would take years before CDs became “the
next generation of sound.”
An early adopter of the CD format, Jeff Rougvie acted as A&R
executive for the better part of two decades at the influential
label, Rykodisc. During Jeff’s tenure there, Rykodisc oversaw the
catalogs of David Bowie, Yoko Ono, and The Residents, (among many
others). In 1990, Jeff won Rykodisc a Grammy for his work on the
Bowie retrospective, Sound+Vision.
Thanks for sharing with ANY Jeff. Let’s start off with something
a bit nostalgic. Broken CDs. You hardly see broken CDs on the
side of the road these days. That used to be a thing. And I’m
old enough to remember broken cassette tapes on the side of the
road too. All that tape making long, crazy trails in the street.
There’s no music trash anymore, is there?
Not unless you count millions of Backstreet Boys CDs rotting in used
bins of record stores. But it’s funny you mention music road trash.
When I was working for EMI they sold returned CDs to China, where
they were ground up to be used as road surfacing. In China, music
trash literally is the street.
That’s definitely funny, but also a little crazy. How many CDs are we
talking about? Why were they returned?
I have no idea what the number was, but considering the final use,
obviously it was a lot.
Like vinyl records before them,
CDs are/were sold to record stores
on a returnable basis. In other
words, if the album didn’t sell
as well as hoped for, the store
can return it for credit. Albums
got returned all the time, because
it’s a speculative business.
Into the 90’s labels used to sell
dead stock as cut-outs, which
meant they’d take a chainsaw and
cut into the spines, rendering
WSMV-TV - Carla Winfrey - 1985
them non-returnable. These were
sold to distributors at a reduced
rate and sold in stores at a similarly reduced rate, off royalty
– meaning no one on the artist side got paid. This was a huge,
profitable business for labels and distributors. There was one label
that was famous for cutting out records after the artist advance was
recouped, but they’d keep manufacturing product (with the cut out
marks) and selling them at a reduced, but still profitable price,
cutting the artist out of the equation.

Artists started to push back and eventually the practice of cutting
out albums was over, and instead they were recycled. Before the
practice of cut-outs ended, artists were sometimes offered the
opportunity to buy the stock back. Some did, since having your
album cut-out sent a bad message to stores and fans. I’ve been in a
warehouse of a very well known artist that was full of dead stock
he bought back to save face. It was growing hair on stacks of giant
pallets.
I was surprised to read on your site that Hartford Connecticut, at
the Capitol Record Shop - that was the first place to really push CDs
in North America. How did that come about? What were you doing at
the time?
We moved to Hartford in late 70’s when I was a teenager. It was a
dreadfully boring city. Luckily the Capitol Record Shop opened in
our apartment building and a small scene developed around it, or I
would’ve gone crazy. I worked there while I went to art school in
Hartford, but I dropped out to move to Minneapolis because I was
bored and loved Prince.
Capitol was an amazing store with an eclectic and unique clientele,
including a lot of audiophile customers. This was early 80’s,
pre-CD, and vinyl was the dominant format. Major American record
companies had poor quality control, and pressings could be terrible.
Our buyers wanted great sound, so we were bringing in vinyl
pressings from Japan, because they made the best records.
When the first CDs and players came out (in Japan of course), we
bought some from our best supplier of Japanese vinyl. That supplier
was Rob Simonds, who eventually became a founding partner in
Rykodisc.
Our customers responded
enthusiastically but US major
labels initially considered
the CD a marginal format;
only for audiophiles and
mostly for classical music.
They couldn’t envision any
enthusiasm for CD from
mainstream customers. As a
result, they released titles
very slowly compared to the
rest of the world. We were
importing titles that hadn’t
been released in the USA yet.
This was not just oddball
stuff – it was the Beatles,
Bowie, Pink Floyd, Hendrix,
and more.

With the depth of titles we stocked, the store built a huge customer
base in the Northeast by word of mouth. Since you can drive from
Maine to Philly in a day, we had a high concentration of customers
in a relatively small area.
Despite all the great record stores in New York, there was nothing
even close to our selection there. One guy from New Jersey used
to tell his wife he was going out to get the paper every Saturday
morning. Instead he’d fly his private plane to our shop and spend
hundreds of dollars on the latest CDs. A doctor cancelled all of his
appointments and drove straight to the store so he could listen to
the first recording of Wagner’s The Ring released on CD. It cost $300
and he spent two days trying to blow up his speakers with it.
Enthusiasm like this made me realize the format was destined to
expand beyond wealthy snobs.
When first introduced, were CDs considered an archival format? Are
they really?
The initial appeal to buyers was the sound quality and, to a lesser
extent, durability. Labels claiming CDs are indestructible is a myth
that developed over the years, but I never once saw a label make
that claim. When made well and properly cared for, a CD is far more
durable than tape or vinyl, both of which degrade from the very first
play.
Are CDs archival compared to other developments that have come along
since?
I’m not sure. Hard drives can be erased by magnets. To the best of
my knowledge a factory-made CD or bluray cannot.
The CD was a survivor in a flurry of format evolution. What were some
of the casualties?
Vinyl, of course – if you’ve ever owned a cat, you lost a vinyl
record when Cuddles jumped on the turntable, or sharpened her claws
on the spines. Playing records at a party is asking for them to get
scratched. Ever moved a huge record collection? It’s bulky, heavy
and a pain in the ass to relocate. You’re playing a fairly volatile
surface with a diamond, one of the hardest, sharpest substances on
earth; so there’s friction. These aren’t issues with CD.
When CD players got more affordable and portable (especially when
car players were introduced) the cassette was next to be doomed. And
post-CD formats, like DAT and MiniDisc, were DOA – because they had
no consumer advantages over the CD.
For years, the only way to watch a decent copy of the original,
uncut Star Wars films was on laser-disc. Are format transitions
dangerous to posterity?

That’s an extreme example because Lucasfilm hasn’t treated the
original Star Wars cuts with respect. Even today fans are forced to
buy the rejigged editions created in the late 90’s because those are
the versions in print. The original cuts were only briefly released
on, appallingly, non-anamorphic DVDs. Those are long out of print
and expensive, even though they were badly done. And of course DVD
killed the LD and VHS markets - even though the LD market was very,
very niche - and eventually killed the video rental market.
Anyway, now that Disney owns Star Wars, I expect those original cuts
will be re-released some day, but maybe not physically, depending on
the timeline.
But I digress.
Format transitions do shake up curation of movies, music and books
because rights owners have to determine if reformatting is worth the
cost.
In this process, many choices are obvious, but when you get further
down the food chain, mistakes are made. In the 70’s we had to buy
New York Dolls, Velvet Underground & Big Star albums from the UK
because they were considered unsalable in the US and the labels had
deleted them – now they are all available here again because time
proved the gatekeepers wrong.
Lots of great music and movies never
made the transition to CD, DVD or
Bluray – but with MP3 or streaming, the
viability of reformatting is better
because they’re inexpensive to dump on
a server and distribute on demand. For
instance, at EMI I released literally
hundreds, if not thousands of amazing
albums from all over the world digitally
through iTunes and Amazon – music that
never would have come out in the States
otherwise. And my hard drive is full of
music that has never come out on CD,
and even more that was never released
commercially at all, and will never be
on any streaming service.
So, yes, as tech-changes force upgrades
to new formats, we lose things along
the way. This is a byproduct of cost
analysis and changing tastes.

CDs were considered part of the digital-revolution, but are still
objects. Will CDs be the last indelible format?
The last indelible physical music format? Yes, I think so. It’s
certainly the last successful and most recently developed indelible
format. A couple of generations grew up with the CD and since no
other indelible format has usurped its position, it will probably be
the last.
I qualify that with “successful and most recently developed” because
newer formats were developed post-CD, but failed. Also the way
things are going now, vinyl may be the last physical format still
being manufactured because someone has convinced people it’s the
coolest format. This is probably the first time in history that
something your parents grew up with is considered uncool but what
your grandparents played is super-cool!
That said, the hyped increase in vinyl sales is empty hype – selling
multiple times of vinyl today compared to vinyl sales in 1995 is
meaningless. Multiples of virtually nothing are still virtually
nothing. I’m worried one day younger consumers of contemporary vinyl
are going to discover the records they’ve bought in the last ten
years are the Beanie Babies of this decade – fun to collect, unused
in their daily lives, and virtually worthless in the future. We’re
headed for a largely non-physical future.
Today the majority of physical sales are still on CD, but how music
is consumed depends on the user’s relationship to the artist; you
can almost profile them. I’ve worked with certain artists who sell
more downloads. I’ve launched artists without a physical component,
and added physical after sales took off digitally.
But some artists who appeal to a certain type of buyer are much more
viable on CD than other formats – Adele, Taylor Swift, One Direction
and all their upcoming solo albums, or re-releases of classic
albums.
The measly vinyl sales are largely not new albums, but classic rock
records. Either kids don’t feel connected to new music or old fans
are re-buying their collections, or both. These scenarios are not
good for the business of music.
I’m launching a new CD-only label this year. There’s too much
amazing music that’s not available, and our mission is to unearth
and reintroduce it.

In 2002 David Bowie said, “Music itself is going to become like
running water or electricity.” Is music a utility?
Music is not a utility. It will always be art, first and foremost.
I think what David meant is a new generation of music end-users
(shudder, vomit) would want to consume music as they consume
utilities, and streaming has proved him right.
But music hasn’t retained the status it used to have with the
consumer. Millions of people, David Bowie included, used to feel
as though their music collections defined a part of themselves. It
wasn’t just a stack of physical products. How you curated those
products was an expression of identity. Maybe that’s part of what
the vinyl resurgence brings back. But music is largely consumed on
the go, so vinyl is not practical when compared to a phone.
Today who cares if you choose to stream AppleMusic or Pandora or
Prime? Neither has perceptible cache over the other because, with
rare exception, they all stream the same music.
When the music business started to sink, the industry mourned the
loss of gatekeepers. Artists, who viewed the democratization of
the Internet as a new frontier of unrestricted opportunity for
musicians, cheered their death.
Both sides had a point, gatekeepers often got it wrong but since
the “revolution” the Internet has produced hardly any financially
viable (self-sustaining) acts. And among the tiny pool of major
stars “discovered” via the Internet, the biggest is Justin Bieber.
You can see how I’m hard-pressed to say anyone is better off in this
paradigm.
The real attrition in music is because your phone, its case and your
social media feeds are more important to contemporary identity than
any music you listen to.
On the subject of forward-looking Bowie quotes, he also said, “In
the future copyright will be meaningless.” This is true to some
extent. We’re at the brink of a time when the cost of practically
anything except absolute necessities are going to be dictated
by what the customer is willing to pay. This is bad for artists
who need time and financial resources to create their art. If you
extrapolate, it’s bad for art and ultimately all commerce.
For further reading check out jeffrougvie.com
You can also see his new label here: supermegabot.com
And his upcoming comic book here: gunningforhits.com

MEDIA BURN
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four decades of video with TOM WEINBERG
When I was a little kid, sometime in the late 80s, I took a family
trip to Arizona. I don’t remember it well. Just bits and pieces. I
burnt my hand on a hot car door. As a child of Connecticut, I didn’t
know the sun could be quite that spiteful.
I also remember scorpions. They’re awful.
There are videotapes of that trip. Three of them, each about two
hours long. The tapes are old. In storage for years - unwatched for
decades.
About a month ago, my mom asked me, “Should I get those Arizona
tapes transferred to DVD?”
“Why bother?” I replied. “We’d have to mail DVDs to all the family.
Let’s just get them ripped and put the files on Google Drive. Then
anyone can watch them.”
It would be easier that way - and besides, I didn’t really want
another DVD lying around.

…
Video had a long gestation period through the 50s and 60s, followed
by a sudden, and irreversible impact on the consumer during the
early 70s.
Instant Playback. Live Surveillance. Movie Rentals.
Before video, it was relatively difficult to watch yourself being
watched.
Pound for pound, Video might be the most physically abundant form
of recorded moving images, and yet, because of the casual nature in
which much of it was recorded, a large bulk of home-videos, lowbudget documentaries, and one of a kind interviews will disappear as
the magnetic tapes disintegrate.
In 2003, documentarian Tom Weinberg founded “Media Burn” as an
independent video archive. With over four decades of gathered
material, the archive boasts everything from TVTV’s historic
1972 Republican Convention exposé, Four More Years, to a shiverinducing clip in which Dr. Helen Caldicott explains the half-life of
plutonium.
Thanks for joining us Tom. Right off the bat, would you talk a
little about the name, “Media Burn”?
I made it up in 1970 to describe the phenomenon of what happens
to people who are on tv. They become something different than
who they started out to be. People treat them differently. So they
get estranged from their own sense of self, etc. Pretty heavy stuff
for the first answer. We used the name in 1975 when Ant Farm drove
a Cadillac through a wall of burning televisions and a Kennedy
character spoke, asking “Haven’t you ever wanted to put your foot
through your television screen?”
Why was video politicized?
Video – portable do-it-yourself video began in the late 60’s/early
70’s. Everything (music, lifestyle, sex, values) was political.

“I’m afraid
they’ll catch me
pickin’ my nose”
Media Burn Archives - Nixon resignation - pool feed - 1974

How did the archive come about? What was the initial collection?
I have been involved in producing/making tv and video forever. I
always thought that lots of what we had done had real value as
unique and timely historical documents. So, I saved lots of them…
like 2-3000. Finally, when it was possible to digitize, we started
on them. That was the exact moment when putting video online
became possible. We started working on it just prior to YouTube.
The collection included gobs of videos from TVTV, Image Union
(an experiment in New York then a tv series in Chicago), camera
originals from THE 90’s, and stuff from sources and subjects too
varied to get into here. Just go to mediaburn.org. Spend some time.
You’ll get it better that way.
Out of the archive, what’s your single favorite type of recording?
Raw tapes/camera originals of programs I was involved in producing.
Moments that practically nobody else had seen, but when they did,
they were inspired.

“Haven’t you ever
wanted to put your
foot through your
television screen?”
Media Burn Archives - Media Burn by Ant Farm - 1975

Is a home-video a documentary, or a document? Is the distinction
important?
Yes and No.
It seems everything is documented now. How is that changing the
nature of your work?
Problem now is finding it and classifying it - curating and judging
merit for viewers. There will be vast changes in recognition
of images and the capability to find and use stuff based on new
technology. And new technology (hardware) always produces new forms.
That has been the key since I started with this 50 years ago or so.
If you drew a graph showing the number of filmed recordings made over
the last fifty years, what kind of jump would you imagine the last
ten years make?
It used to be in the hundreds? Now, how about 100 billion? That’s
more like it.

How do we sort through that much information?
Invent new ways. Or get an infinite number of monkeys. It takes lots
of cash and people who understand the importance of documentation.
What should we be preserving right now?
Stuff that nobody else has.
Name one kind of video you’d like our readers to send you.
Short and unique.

“I think the press is real
confused about its role now,
and that’s not surprising
because I think a lot of people
in America are confused”
Media Burn Archives - The 90’s by Bill Stamets from The Primary - 1992

Please visit Media Burn here at mediaburn.org
Opportunities to support Media Burn’s archive project HERE

THEY CANNOT SAY WE DIDN’T EXIST

still from The Revival: Women And The Word

in conversation with SEKIYA DORSETT and PARIS POIRIER
Self-documentation, even in times of great uncertainty, can be a
form of celebration. A person was here. A person did this. This
thing happened. This thing mattered, to me, myself.
In the presence of indifference, or worse, outright hostility, selfdocumentation can also be a guiding force. Truths and facts that
can be referenced, or built upon. The foundation of a long-lasting
narrative, or community. Something for future generations… to ensure
future generations.
Joining us are two filmmakers, Sekiya Dorsett, and Paris Poirier,
who have each made striking documentaries about queer women shaping
their own communities.
Sekiya, director of The Revival: Women And The Word, works for
Viacom and has worked for NBC Universal. Her film, “Revival” is
a multi-faceted gem. Part road-movie, part interview, and part
performance document - it follows several queer women as they tour
their poetry and music across the country.

Paris, director of Last Call At Maud’s, teaches film-studies and
animation history at Santa Monica College. “Last Call” uses the
closing of Maud’s, a Haight-Ashbury bar founded by and for queer
women, to tell decades worth of stories about its patrons.
Thanks to both directors for joining.
As a documentary filmmaker, what does the term “Future-Proofing”
mean to you?
SEKIYA: Future-Proofing is an act of preservation and there is
no better way to do that than making record. Our documentaries
are record. They cannot say we didn’t exist. They cannot say we
didn’t perform the feats we have performed. Future-Proofing as a
filmmaker allows us to archive our memories.
PARIS: It’s a way of providing views to our ancestors about the
unique realities we’ve encountered in our lives as individuals and
as part of a group. The main reason I decided to make Last Call At
Maud’s in 1989 was that lesbian culture (as I had known it) was
missing from the canon of worldwide cinema.
It’s 2017, and single queer people still aren’t on the US Census.
We’re literally going undocumented for future generations. What can
we do?
SEKIYA: We have to talk to our representatives. We have value and
we must be counted. Without a record of our families, we cannot
ensure that we have the resources that we need. Quite honestly we
have so many national organizations that are LGBTQ, we should be
in arms. Each LGBTQ organization should be coming together as one
unit to fight against this national travesty. On the ground and
in our communities, we must strategize how to talk to our local
representatives. We must write Congress. We must yell and scream and
start pooling our resources.
PARIS: I actually worked for the 2000 Census, interviewing
households door-to-door, and was shocked at the absence of questions
on the standardized form that could have easily been included so
that non-heterosexual individuals could be identified and documented.
I wonder if a Gore Administration would have been more enlightened
in its authoring of the questionnaire than the Bush Administration
was. Today, I suspect that Hillary Clinton would have overseen
2020 Census processes with more sophistication than Donald Trump
will. With the Director of the Census abruptly resigning a few days
ago, it’s imperative that all US citizens demand that a qualified
replacement be appointed immediately. Hopefully, with same-sex
couples now permitted to legally marry throughout the US, the
2020 Census will at least continue to identify those households
(Who knows?!). Citizens should demand that unmarried same-sex
relationships, as well as queer-identified singles are afforded a
“check box” on the standardized questionnaire.

still from Last Call at Maud’s

How important is self-documentation to your filmmaking?
SEKIYA: Self-documentation is vital. My upcoming project goes back
to looking internally to my community to unearth hidden stories
and share new data and information about a group that has been
overlooked and swept under the rug. It is my job as a filmmaker to
tell a compelling story so that I spread the word. I am almost an
evangelist and filmmaker once I am able to complete the projects.
PARIS: In Last Call At Maud’s I appear visually near the end of the
film as the bar is finally closing and aurally in an off-the-cuff
interview with a bartender. The audience is aware that my voice
represents “the filmmaker” (and reacts with amusement because it’s a
funny vocal delivery), but not necessarily of my brief unidentified
presence on-screen. I think these minor bits of self-documentation
are in the manner of paying homage to film directors such as Alfred
Hitchcock, though in 1989 outing myself as a member of “Maud’s
Secret Society” was essential to me.
Has the immediacy of digital distribution changed how we perceive
the documentary format?
SEKIYA: There isn’t immediacy in developing good stories and
documentaries. Format cannot change quality. It only changes
access. We aren’t sending tweets. Immediacy benefits us in the
marketing which is amazing because once we have crafted our work and
structured a distribution strategy, then the work can be shared much
further than before. We don’t have to burn a DVD for someone, we can
upload our film and send a link far and wide. With more commercial
forms like Netflix, no country is off limits to our work which is
powerful - so now we are reaching a global audience.
PARIS: It’s made reality-based storytelling immediate and
essentially universal, and has upended the supply and demand formula
in place during the 20th century. Audiences now have so many
choices regarding non-fiction entertainment at their disposal (at
home, on TV, or remotely, on phones) that the rituals and pleasures
associated with experiencing films in theaters are becoming few and
far between. Film festivals are more important now than ever before!

What lessons can we learn from history, and where, or when, should
we go looking?
SEKIYA: There are two contemporary stories that have impacted the
world. The first is HBO’s recent Henrietta Lacks story based on the
book The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks and the Hidden Figures
film based on the book, Hidden Figures: The American Dream and the
Untold Story of the Black Women Mathematicians Who Helped Win the
Space Race. Both of these stories were brought to the mainstream
by those who investigated. These authors went into deep dives into
archives. They talked directly to those who were still alive. They
unearthed these hidden stories that are now a part of our everyday
discussions. Both are about black women.
For my next project, I am going on a hunt at the Schomburg archives
in Harlem and at The National Archives in DC because ultimately we
need to see the artifacts and touch them. The internet has made us
a little lazy. I love a good Google just as much as anyone else
but ultimately, there is a history and research that sits in more
scholastic spaces that we should go to find. We also have to talk
to our elders. Intergenerational wisdom is unmatched. I am from
the Caribbean where stories are handed down from person to person.
Someone’s grandmother told them a story that she got from her
mother, that she may have been told by her great grandmother. So
we need to commit to research because our stories are not on the
surface like so many others. We have to commit to talking more with
our elders and making sure we document the stories from our elders.
We have to become our own StoryCorps. We have an iPhone with a voice
recorder and we need to make sure that those family vacations are
more rich and filled with learning.
PARIS: Be brave. Listen. Respond. Always seek “the truth” in what
artists and art attempt to say.
What’s a favorite Queer artifact you want to take into the future?
SEKIYA: I am not sure if they are artifacts but I want to take some
April Sinclair books with me because between those pages is where
I found my queerness of color. I’m packing up Coffee Will Make You
Black and Ain’t Gonna Be the Same Fool Twice. If you haven’t read
those books, go and read them ASAP. They are filled with so much
adventure and queerness. I could read them forever.
PARIS: A Maud’s shot glass.
You can contribute to one of Sekiya’s latest projects, Ice Cold, at
icecoldthefilm.com
Visit the site for Revival at therevivalmovie.com
The official site for Last Call at Maud’s is lastcallatmauds.com

FOREVER? WHAT A QUAINT CONCEPT
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we get the hard breaks from the wonderful LAURIE SPIEGEL
The first human-made object to leave our solar-system was the Voyager
1 Probe. Launched in 1977, Voyager traveled more than 11 billion
miles, for 35 years, before entering interstellar space - a place
NASA describes as “filled with material ejected by the death of
nearby stars, millions of years ago.”
In the event Voyager is ever intercepted by sentient beings,
somewhere far beyond human reach, (and possibly long after our
extinction), the spacecraft carries among its many components a
twelve inch record, inscribed with a time-capsule of earthly sounds
and images. Music, bird calls, a beating heart. Another message to
the future.
The first track on Voyager’s Sounds of Earth record is by Laurie
Spiegel - pioneering digital composer, programmer, and engineer.
We’re lucky enough to have her here today.
Hello Laurie, thanks for the interview. I’d like to begin by
asking you about scale. The machines in the 70s, both digital
and analog - they were tremendous. What was it like working
with them? Sharing a room with them?

The computer I worked with the most back then was huge. It had 2
rooms to itself. It had to be kept cooler than (if I remember right)
58º F. So we often wore our parkas while working there. Those were
very noisy machines. The McLeyvier, a smaller more portable (300
lbs maybe) LSI 11/23 computer music system was loud enough that we
always used long cables, to keep it as far away from the keyboard
console as possible - so we could hear the sounds without that
masking.
Noise wasn’t just a concern with digital computers though. Before
that, when I used to sometimes work at the Columbia-Princeton lab
on 125th Street, it seemed to me that there was a particular sound
to the room, something about the ventilation system plus the room’s
own acoustics. I wondered whether the style and sound set we came to
associate with that studio had anything to do with the room’s sound.
Sound environments have always colored our music though. A mother
singing to her infant in the Amazonian jungle has an accompaniment
of all the creatures who live in the jungle, a desert mother just
the sound of the wind, one who lives by the sea has the waves
breaking to sing to.
Did they smell?
If electronic gear shorts out, it does have that distinct odor of
burning circuitry.
Do you miss them?
Miss what? The huge hulking computers of the early days of the
art? I only miss the level of accessibility they provided to all
levels of the system. Today’s computers are accumulations of layers
of software, SDKs, API, successively deep levels of constructs
conceptualized and implemented by others that we have no choice but
to interact with. We don’t get to work right down at the machine
level where we can do what we want with the hardware, the assembly
language layer, the higher level language language-structures, to
work with the entire system all at once, top to bottom. We are
only given a window into the machine that already has limited
perspectives built in, windows on what is possible that make it hard
to see whatever they don’t let us and that force us to conceptualize
in certain ways.
If these big machines were people, would Voyager be their astronaut?
Voyager’s computer was more like the Apple II level of tech, not
the huge computers of the decades before. I suppose you could think
of Voyager as the scout for the bigger mothership-like computers at
NASA on Earth. Astronauts are meant to come home to Earth though.
Voyager, like the heartbreaking little Russian street dog Laika on
Sputnik 2, is on a one way trip away only.

You mentioned this on your site, but why did you avoid the word
“synthesizer?”
The word “synthesis” has multiple meanings. The word “synthetic”
often is, or at least was back then, taken to mean “artificial” or
“fake”. This fed right into and reinforced the very common tendency
for people to want to use these groundbreaking new instruments to
just make synthetic versions of traditional instruments such as the
piano or violin. Those of us who wanted to use these incredible
instruments to explore new sounds that were only now made possible
for the first time by electronic instruments, didn’t want to imply
that they were meant to make synthetic versions of what already
existed. Yes they “synthesized” sounds from electronic signals, but
those sounds could be authentic and original, not synthetic, not
imitations.
What do you compose on now?
It depends. Every piece is different. I recently got a Buchla Music
Easel and I love it, but I also still write notes down on staff paper
with a pencil, play and compose on guitar, sometimes keyboard or
other instruments and of course my Mac is my main instrument, with
quite a lot of highly various software on it.
How’s that smell?
Only metaphorically. You keep
asking about the smell of these
various technologies. More
important are the amount of noise
they make, how big and heavy they
are when you have to move them and
how they can augment or impede the
creative flow of whatever you’re
making.
Is digital music optimistic?
I hate to break it to you, but
music itself is not actually
conscious. We humans sure imbue it
with the fullest possible range of
feelings though.

Buchla Music Easel

How do we reconcile advancements in technology, with the moment they
occupy in time?
Do those need to be reconciled? Technologies are inherently of their
own times.
Do we confuse “Future” with
Certainly not “we”. Do you?
especially now, when things
are obsolete almost as soon
is mindlessly destabilizing

“Forever”?
They are pretty hard to confuse,
change so rapidly and many things
as they’re created and our species
the entire environment and all the

ecosystems of our planet at an exponentially increasing rate.
“Forever”? What a quaint concept. We are nostalgic for a time when
we thought in terms of “forever”.
How often do you think about your music, out in space?
Pretty much only when people mention the Voyager or ask about it.
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What’s it like out there?
Lonely. Poor little Voyager, so very far from home! Will any
intelligent life form ever find and appreciate her? It is harder and
harder to communicate with home. The warm sun to charge her solar
cells is fading weaker and weaker. She has been carrying wonderful
music on board. Will anyone out there ever get to hear it? Space is
so big and so empty and time extends on and on for so very long!

You can follow Laurie at her website, retiary.org
And you can explore her music at Unseen Worlds, at unseenworlds.net

SOME THINGS WILL LAST A VERY LONG TIME
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exploring deep time with JASON T. WRIGHT
“The Earth is quite efficient, on cosmic timescales,
at destroying evidence of technology on its surface.”
Jason T. Wright, Prior Indigenous Technological Species
Joining us in our final interview is Jason T. Wright, associate
professor at Penn State University’s Department of Astronomy and
Astrophysics. He’s been kind enough to discuss just how far away the
future might actually be.
We began this series interviewing Safdar Abidi, a designer on
the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant. He had to design a structure
that would not only last 10,000 years, but also communicate
clearly with whoever might find it in the future. Ten thousand
years seems like a terribly long time, but could you tell us a
little bit about the timescale discussed in your paper?
The Earth has been around for billions of years, complex life for
hundreds of millions of years, and both will likely be around for
billions more. Over these enormous spans of time (“deep time”
Hutton called it), just about any device we could build, would not
survive intact. Archaeologists today struggle to find scraps of human
technology from mere thousands of years ago. If all of humanity died

off suddenly now, most traces of our impact on the planet would be
rotted, weathered, eroded, and eventually subducted away in similar
amounts of time.
Running this in reverse, this means that if there were a prior
technological species on the Earth more than millions of years
ago (“if the dinosaurs had cell phones” to put it whimsically),
it would be very hard for us to know about their technology. It’s
an interesting problem to ask what evidence, exactly, modern
paleontologists and geologists would have noticed that would
indicate their existence.
When we talk about Future-Proofing, we usually mean a near-future,
relatively speaking. What are some things we’ll leave for a more
distant future? What about the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant? Or
Voyager 1? Where do they fit on this scale?
Some things will last a very long time. Fossils can carry imprints
of all sorts of things, not just bones, so if any of our technology
ends up intact long enough in the right spot in the right conditions
its outlines might survive in rocks for a hundred million years or
longer.
Other evidence will be less photogenic, but perhaps still obvious.
Our nuclear reactors have created highly unnatural isotope ratios
with very long half-lives, and if these caches were discovered
it would be a big giveaway. We have also redistributed materials
around: big caches of coal and oil are missing thanks to our mining,
and their fossil carbon has been put into the atmosphere, where it
will eventually be sequestered away in some form in our geological
layer. Indeed, our effect on the Earth is so profound, and so
obvious in the geological record, that geologists have already given
a name to the geological age we are creating: the “anthropocene”.
I don’t know how long the anthropocene will be an obviously
technologically produced layer in the record, but there are
scientists working on that problem right now.
Things that we launch into space will avoid the destruction that
awaits just about anything else on the surface of the Earth.
Unfortunately, space is a hostile place, and sooner or later
something will hit anything we put up there with enough force to
destroy it. The only exceptions are our interstellar probes (the
Voyager probes, the Pioneer probes, New Horizons, and parts of the
rockets that launched them). These are headed out to interstellar
space, which is much sparser. They will cease functioning soon, but
they and the messages they carry (plaques on the Pioneers, golden
records on the Voyagers) should last a very long time. I haven’t
seen an analysis of exactly how long they will last in space, but
they might still be recognizable even in the depths of deep time.

If we truly wanted to make a mark, one that would remain for
billions of years, what, if anything, could that be?
Us. Not us exactly, but the descendants of today’s life on Earth.
Life has the amazing property that because it self-replicates and
adapts, it is able to change with its environment over spans of deep
time and endure where any solid object cannot. Even that is limited,
because cataclysm awaits us here sooner or later - if nothing else
the sun will keep getting brighter until it boils away the oceans.
But that’s where we come in.
We are the first species capable of preventing its own extinction,
of settling elsewhere in the Solar System, and in the Galaxy. We
already know how to put people on the Moon, and soon we will be
capable of real settlements elsewhere. The stars are very far away,
but compared to deep time, travel between the stars, even with
today’s technology, is actually quite quick. We and the other forms
of life we live with and rely on might outlive the Earth itself, if
we make it through the precarious present: that geological blink of
an eye between our development of the means of our own extinction,
and our spreading to so many distant places in the Galaxy that total
extinction becomes essentially impossible.
This doesn’t mean that we will outgrow war or folly - just that as
we have more and more places we can live, the chances that we’ll
mess them all up at once go down. It also doesn’t mean that we
should think of space as ours for the taking - we may discover that
life is endemic to the Solar System and the Galaxy, and that we
will have to share. It doesn’t even mean that life a billion years
from now will bear much resemblance to humans today - we may need
to adapt in radical ways to life off of the Earth. But I think that
we are approaching a tipping point between a future where the Earth
forgets we were ever here, and one where we might someday forget
that the Earth was ever here.

For further reading Jason suggested his paper on Prior Indigenous
Technological Species
And his blog

ABOUT EAN
• Ean McNamara grew up in Connecticut - raised on fossils,
superstition, and his parents’ space-rock.
• You may claim, (with near certainty), that Ean’s cat is
responsible for the East 26th Street Collapse.
• Ean and his cat have worked on four Oscar nominated feature films.

